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The degree distribution is an important characteristic of complex networks. In many
applications, quantification of degree distribution in the form of a fixed-length feature
vector is a necessary step. On the other hand, we often need to compare the degree
distribution of two given networks and extract the amount of similarity between the
two distributions. In this paper, we propose a novel method for quantification of
the degree distributions in complex networks. Based on this quantification method,
a new distance function is also proposed for degree distributions, which captures
the differences in the overall structure of the two given distributions. The proposed
method is able to effectively compare networks even with different scales, and out-
performs the state of the art methods considerably, with respect to the accuracy of
the distance function.
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In many data-analysis applications, we should represent any network instance as
a feature vector. Since the degree distribution is an important network feature,
quantification (feature extraction) of the degree distribution plays an important
role in these applications. On the other hand, we frequently need to compare
two complex networks according to their degree distributions. The comparison is
done in many applications, such as evaluation of network generation models and
evaluation of sampling methods. In such applications, we frequently compare
the degree distribution of two networks with different scales (different number
of nodes/edges). The comparison of degree distributions is best achieved by
the means of a scale-independent distance function. The current approaches
for comparing degree distributions are Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, compar-
ison based on fitted power-law exponent, and distribution percentiles method.
Power-law exponent is too limited for comparing the distributions, particularly
when they do not follow a power-law model. On the other hand, KS-test and
percentile method are sensitive to the range of node degrees. In this paper, we
propose a novel method for quantification and comparison of the degree distri-
butions in complex networks. The proposed method, which is named Degree
Distribution Quantification and Comparison (DDQC), considers the mean and
the standard deviation of the node degrees to offer a scale-independent distance
function.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is a growing attention to the study of complex networks in recent years. Real-world
networks such as social networks, biological networks and technological networks, display
common topological features that discriminate them from random graphs1–4. Among the
features, small path lengths (small-world property), high clustering, community structure
and heavy-tailed degree distribution are well studied in the literature2–7.
The degree of a node specifies the number of its connections and the probability distri-
bution of the degrees over the whole network forms the degree distribution. The degree
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distribution of complex networks often follows a heavy-tailed distribution8–12, such as the
power-law4,8,10 or the log-normal models13,14. Although the degree distribution is an im-
portant network feature, the quantification and comparison of this feature is not a trivial
task. We frequently need to compare degree distributions of complex networks. For exam-
ple, in evaluation of sampling algorithms, we usually compare the given network instance
with its sampled counterpart to ensure that the structure of the degree distribution is
preserved11,15–19. On the other hand, representing the network as a fixed-size feature vector
is an important step in every data analysis process20–22. To employ the degree distribution
in such applications, a procedure is needed for extracting a feature vector from the degree
distribution. The quantified feature vector is also useful in developing a distance function
for comparing two degree distributions.
To the best of our knowledge, the current approaches for comparing degree distributions
are eye-balling the distribution diagrams (usually, to satisfy a heavy-tailed distribution)2,9,23,
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test8,10,11,24–26, comparison based on fitted power-law exponent23,27,
and comparison based on distribution percentiles21. Eyeballing is obviously an inaccurate,
error-prone and manual task. Comparison based on power-law exponent is based on the
assumption that the degree distributions obeys a power-law, which is invalid for many com-
plex networks13,14,28,29. KS-test is based on a point-to-point comparison of the distributions,
which is not a good approach for comparing networks with different ranges of node degrees.
Percentile method is too sensitive to the outlier values of node degrees. As a result, the ex-
isting methods are actually inappropriate for comparing the degree distribution of networks,
particularly when the target networks have different sizes and scales (e.g., when comparing
the degree distribution of a large-scale and a small-size network).
We assume that considering the mean and standard deviation of the degree distribution
in the quantification phase would make the comparison process more accurate and more
robust, particularly with respect to scale variation. In this paper, we propose a new method
called Degree Distribution Quantification and Comparison (DDQC) for this purpose. In
our proposed ”quantification process”, a feature vector of some real numbers is extracted
from the degree distribution, which can be used in data analysis applications, data-mining
algorithms and comparison of degree distributions. In ”comparison task”, we aim a distance
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function that computes the distance (amount of dissimilarity) between two given network
degree distributions. With such a distance function, we can figure out how similar the
given networks are, according to their degree distributions. The distance function should
return small values for similar networks and large values for dissimilar networks. As an
evaluation of our proposed method, we compare it with existing baseline methods. The
evaluation shows that the proposed method offers an effective quantified representation of
the degree distributions and outperforms the baseline methods with respect to the accuracy
of the distance function. Although our proposed approach is of general nature and equally
applicable to other network types, in this paper we focus on simple undirected networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The section IA describes the motivation
of this research, along with its applications. In section II, we briefly overview the related
works. In section III, we propose a new method for degree distribution quantification and
comparison. In section IV, we evaluate the proposed method and we compare it with base-
line methods. Finally, we conclude the paper in section V.
A. Motivation
Degree distribution is an important and informative characteristic of a network1–4,7–11,13,16,19,23,30–33.
Although it does not capture all aspects of the topology of a network18, it reflects the overall
pattern of connections30 and is an important determinant of network properties31. Degree
distribution is also a sign of link formation process in the network. For example, preferential
attachment process results in a power-law degree distribution7, and log-normal degree dis-
tributions imply that there are probabilistically more low degree social nodes in the network
than those in power-law distributed networks6. Although it is hard to detect the exact
link formation process only based on the degree distribution, a similarity metric for degree
distribution is certainly helpful in this task, along with other network features such as aver-
age path length3, clustering coefficient5, and community structure6. This similarity metric
plays an important role in evaluation of network generation models1,2,5,7,9,32, evaluation of
sampling methods11,15–18, generative model selection20–22, and many other applications.
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Network generation is an area of research, in which the degree distribution of the network
is considered. Generative models, such as Watts-Strogatz model5, Baraba´si-Albert model7
and Kronecker graphs model32, synthesize realistic networks that mimic the properties of
real-world networks, including small-world property, high clustering and heavy tailed degree
distribution. Many generative models are able to fit for a target network instance. For
example, KronFit tries to find parameters that well mimic the properties of the given target
network, for Kronecker graphs model32. For evaluating a generative model, the proposed
distance function plays an important role in comparing the generated networks with the
target network according to their degree distributions. In this application, the generated
network may have a scale different from the original given network. So, the distance metric
should be able to compare networks of different sizes and should be able to capture the
similarities between networks of different scales (e.g., a large network and a small network
instance). The need to a quantitative similarity measure becomes more important when
we consider various generative models that produce similar distributions. For instance,
Baraba´si-Albert7, Forest Fire9, Kronecker graphs32, and random power-law33 models all
generate networks with heavy-tailed degree distributions.
With the current growing number of generative models in the literature, an important
pre-stage of network generation is to identify the generative model that best fits to the target
network. This problem is called generative model selection19–22,34. Proposed solutions for
this problem study the features of the target network and find the best generative model
that reproduces these features. Undoubtedly, an appropriate solution should encounter the
degree distribution as one of the network features. In this context, our demanded quantifi-
cation and similarity metric for degree distributions is applicable.
There is another track in network research aiming for sampling from large networks11,15–19.
Sampling methods try to extract a random subset of a large network while keeping the de-
gree distribution, diameter and other connectivity patterns of the original network in the
sampled graph19. The desired distance metric of this paper can be used for evaluating a
sampling method by specifying how similar the degree distribution of a sampled network is
to the original network. Again, in this application we should compare networks of different
scales: a large network is compared with a sampled smaller network.
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Comparison of the networks based on their structural features, including the degree
distribution, is essential in other applications such as classification or clustering of network
instances3,19–22, anomaly detection35,36, and study of epidemic dynamics37–39. It is also worth
noting that feature extraction (quantification) from the degree distributions has important
applications, even if no network comparison is required. Particularly, data-analysis algo-
rithms require the network features, including the degree distribution, to be represented as
some real numbers in the form of a fixed-length feature vector19–22.
According to the mentioned applications for the demanded distance function, we regard
two degree distributions similar if their networks follow similar structure, similar connec-
tion patterns and similar link formation processes, even if the networks are of completely
different scales and sizes. As an example, consider the similarity of a temporal network
(a network with a known timestamp) to its consequent snapshot over time. If the link
formation process is relatively stable over the time, we expect a temporal network to be
similar to other near-in-the-time networks. For example, the Facebook social network at
2006 is similar to that network at 2005 or 2007, and this network is meaningfully less similar
to a completely different network, such as the citation network of DBLP29. In this paper,
we try to capture such similarities based on the degree distribution of the networks.
II. RELATED WORKS
The degree distribution of many real-world networks are heavy tailed8–12, with the
power-law distribution as the most suggested model4,8,10. The power-law distribution is also
observed in eigenvalues and eigenvectors32, densification9 and other networks features. In
power-law degree distribution the number of nodes with degree d is proportional to d−γ
(Nd ∝ d
−γ) where γ is a positive number called ”the power-law exponent”. The value of
γ is typically in the range 2 < γ < 32,28,40. The exponents of the fitted power-law can be
used to characterize graphs27. A common approach for quantifying the degree distribution
is to fit a power-law distribution on the network distribution and to find its power-law ex-
ponent (γ). This quantity is comparable for different networks and it is possible to compare
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networks according to their fitted power-law exponents. The problem with this approach
is that power-law exponent is a single number and it is too limited to represent a whole
degree distribution. This approach also follows the assumption that the degree distribu-
tion is power-law, which is not always valid, because many networks follow other degree
distribution models such as log-normal distribution13,14,28,29. In addition, the power-law
exponent does not reflect the deviation of the degree distribution from the fitted power-law
distribution. As a result, two completely different distributions may have similar quantified
feature (fitted power-law exponent).
Degree distribution is a kind of probability distribution and there are a variety of mea-
sures for calculating the distance between two probability distributions. In this context,
perhaps the most common approach is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test, which is de-
fined as the maximum distance between the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of
the two probability distributions8. KS-test is used for comparing two degree distributions
(two-sample KS test)11,24 and also for comparing a degree distribution with a baseline (usu-
ally the power-law) distribution8,13,41,42. The KS distance of two distributions is calculated
according to Equation 1, in which S1(d) and S2(d) are the CDFs of the two degree distri-
butions, and d indicates the node degree. KS-test is largely utilized in the literature for
comparing degree distribution of networks8,10,11,24–26. KS-test is a method for comparing the
degree distributions and calculating their distance, and it does not provide quantification
or feature extraction mechanism. We need to maintain the CDF of the degree distributions
so that we can compare them according to KS-test. KS-test is also sensitive to the scale
and size of the networks, since it performs a point-to-point comparison of CDFs. So, for
two networks of completely different scales (e.g., a very large network and a relatively small
network, with different ranges of node degrees), the KS-test will probably return a large
value as their distance, even if the overall views of the degree distributions are similar.
distanceKS(S1, S2) = max
d
|S1(d)− S2(d)| (1)
Janssen et. al.,21 propose another approach for quantification of degree distributions. In
this method, the degree distribution is divided into eight equal-sized regions and the sum
of degree probabilities in each region is extracted as distribution percentiles. This method
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is sensitive to the range of node degrees and also to outlier values of degrees. We recall
this technique as ”Percentiles” and we include it in baseline methods, along with ”KS-test”
and ”Power-law” (the power-law exponent) to evaluate our proposed distance metric, called
”DDQC”.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
We propose a new method for quantifying and comparing the degree distribution of
networks. In this method, a vector of at least four real numbers is extracted from the degree
distribution. A distance function is also suggested for comparing the quantified vectors. As
discussed above, an appropriate distance metric for degree distributions should be able to
effectively compare networks, even if they have different range of node degrees. To eliminate
impact of the network size from the quantification of its degree distribution, we considered
the mean and standard deviation of the degree distribution in the quantification procedure.
The following two subsections show our proposed method for quantification and comparison
of degree distributions.
A. Quantification of Degree Distribution
The degree distribution of a network is described in Equation 2 as a probability distri-
bution function. The aim of ”quantification” task is to extract a fixed-length vector of real
numbers as the representative of the degree distribution. Then we can use this vector in
network analysis and also network comparison. In the first step of quantification, as Figure 1
shows, we define four regions in the degree distribution of a given network. These regions are
separated based on five ”region points”: min(degree), µ−ασ, µ, µ+ασ and max(degree).
min(degree) is the minimum of all the existing degrees in the degree distribution, µ is the
mean of degrees according to their probabilities (Equation 3) , σ is the standard deviation
of the degrees (Equation 4), α is a configurable parameter (it specifies the width of the re-
gions), and max(degree) is the maximum existing node degree in the network. The smallest
possible feature vector in our proposed method is a vector of four numbers, each of which
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showing the sum of the probability of degrees in one of the four specified regions. For finer
comparison of distributions, we can further divide each region into L equal-size intervals. In
our experiments, L is set to 2β, where β is a positive integer value (β > 0) and the second
configurable parameter of our method. Larger values of β results in a more fine-tuned
quantification and also more elements in the feature vector. While even small values for β
(e.g., β = 1) brings a more accurate distance metric compared with the baseline methods,
larger values of β improves the accuracy of the distance function. So, tuning β parameter is
a tradeoff between the accuracy of the algorithm and the size of the quantified feature vector.
According to Figure 1, the four regions in the degree distribution (regionG(r), r = 1..4)
are illustrated in Equation 5. Equation 6 shows the length of each region (|regionG(r)|),
which is equal to the absolute difference between the region endpoints. Each region is
then divided into L = 2β equal-length intervals. Equation 7 shows the interval borders
(intervalpointG(b, L)) and Equation 8 shows the defined ranges for intervals (intervalG(i, L)),
in which b is the interval point counter, L = 2β is the split factor of each region, and i is
the interval identifier. The ”interval degree probability (IDPG)” is defined in Equation 9 as
the sum of degree probabilities in a specified interval. Actually, the ”less-than” comparator
in Equation 9 becomes ”less-than or equal” only for the last (rightmost) interval. Equation
10 shows the final quantified feature vector, which contains 4L = 4 × 2β elements, each of
which is the IDP for one of the defined intervals. In this equation, quantificationβ(G) is
the quantified representation of the degree distribution as a fixed-length feature vector with
4 × 2β elements. It is worth noting that if the upper bound of a region is turned out to
be less than its lower bound, all the degree probabilities (IDP s) of that region will be set
equal to zero. For example, in the first region, regionG(1) = [min(degree(v)), µ− ασ], if
min(degree(v)) > µ− ασ, then all probabilities in the first region will be considered equal
to zero. This situation is possible only for the first and the last (fourth) regions, since the
size of the second and the third regions are always positive values.
PG(d) = P (degree(v) = d); v ∈ V (G) (2)
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FIG. 1: The four regions of the degree distribution. According to the mean and standard
deviation of node degrees, the distribution is divided into four regions and the interval
probabilities are computed for the regions and the more fine-grained intervals.
µG =
maxG(degree(v))∑
d=minG(degree(v))
d× PG(d) (3)
σG =
√√√√ maxG(degree(v))∑
d=minG(degree(v))
PG(d)× (d− µG)2 (4)
regionG(r) =


[minG(degree(v)), µG − ασG] if r = 1
[µG − ασG, µG] if r = 2
[µG, µG + ασG] if r = 3
[µG + ασG, maxG(degree(v))] if r = 4.
(5)
|regionG(r)| = length(regionG(r)) = max(max(regionG(r))−min(regionG(r)), 0) (6)
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intervalpointG(b, L) =


minG(degree(v)) +
(b−1)×|regionG(1)|
L
if 1 ≤ b ≤ L
µG − ασG +
(b−L−1)×|regionG(2)|
L
if L+ 1 ≤ b ≤ 2L
µG +
(b−2L−1)×|regionG(3)|
L
if 2L+ 1 ≤ b ≤ 3L
µG + ασG +
(b−3L−1)×|regionG(4)|
L
if 3L+ 1 ≤ b ≤ 4L+ 1.
(7)
intervalG(i, L) = [intervalpointG(i, L), intervalpointG(i+ 1, L)] ; i = 1..4L (8)
IDPG(interval) = P (min(interval) ≤ degree(v) < max(interval)); v ∈ V (G) (9)
quantificationβ(G) =
〈
IDPG(intervalG(i, 2
β))
〉
i=1..4×2β
(10)
B. Comparison of Degree Distributions
After the quantification task, we can compare the degree distribution of two networks
G1 and G2 according to their quantified feature vectors. We assume that the two degree
distributions are quantified with the same configuration parameters of α and β. Since
the β parameter is considered equal for both the networks, the size of the quantified
vectors quantificationβ(G) will be equal for the two networks. For small values of β,
quantificationβ(G) will show a coarse-grained representation of the degree distribution
with few real numbers. For larger values of β, more fine-grained intervals of the degree
distribution are available. According to Equation 11, we can simply compute the elements
of quantificationβ(G) based on the elements in quantificationβ+1(G). In other words, it
is possible to calculate IDPG for smaller values of β (coarse-grained quantification) using
IDPG with larger values of β (fine-grained quantification).
Finally, we propose the Equation 12 for comparing two degree distributions. This
equation compares two networks based on their corresponding IDPG values for different
granularities, from larger intervals (with s = 0) to smaller intervals (with s = β). A co-
efficient (γs), which is the third configurable parameter of our framework, is also included
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to influence the impact of different granularities. Intuitively, d(G1, G2) compares the corre-
sponding interval degree probabilities of the two networks, sums their differences, and also
includes a discount factor of γ for the more fine-granularity intervals to raise the impact of
course-grained intervals. Equation 12 is a distance function for degree distribution of net-
works, and it is the result of a comprehensive study of different real, artificial and temporal
networks.
IDPG(intervalG(i, L) = IDPG(intervalG(2i− 1, 2L) + IDPG(intervalG(2i, 2L) (11)
d(G1, G2) = distance(G1, G2) =
β∑
s=0
γs
4×2s∑
i=1
|IDPG1(intervalG1(i, 2
s)−IDPG2(intervalG2(i, 2
s)|
(12)
IV. EVALUATION
In this section, we comprehensively evaluate our proposed method. In section IVA we
discuss the different network datasets which are used in our evaluations. In section IVB we
study the evaluation criteria, and finally in section IVC, we compare our proposed method
with baseline methods.
A. Datasets
In our problem setting, we aim a distance function that given the degree distribution
of two networks, calculates how similar they are. But what does this ”similarity” mean
for degree distributions? What benchmark is available for evaluating such a distance func-
tion? According to the motivation and the described applications for the demanded distance
function, we regard two degree distributions similar if their networks follow similar link for-
mation processes, even if the networks are of completely different scales and sizes. For
evaluating different distance metrics, an approved dataset of networks with known distances
of its instances is sufficient. Although there is no such an accepted benchmark of networks
with known ”distance values”, there exist some similarity witnesses among the networks.
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For evaluating different distance metrics, we have prepared three network datasets with
admissible similarity witnesses among the networks of these datasets:
• Artificial Networks . We have generated 8,000 artificial networks using eight gener-
ative models (1,000 network instances for each generative model). The selected gen-
erative models are Baraba´si-Albert model7, copying model43,44, Erdo˝s-Re´nyi45, Forest
Fire9, Kronecker model32, random power-law33, Small-world (WattsStrogatz) model5,
and regular graph model. For each generative model, 1,000 network instances are
generated using completely different parameters. The number of nodes in generated
networks ranges from 1,000 to 5,000 nodes with the average of 2,936.34 nodes in each
network instance. The average number of edges is 13,714.75. In this dataset, the gen-
erative models (generation methods) are the witnesses of the similarity: the networks
generated from the same model follow identical link formation rules, and their degree
distributions are considered similar. The networks of this data-set are described in the
A, along with an overview of the selected generative models.
• Real-world Networks . We have collected a dataset of 33 real-world networks of dif-
ferent types, most of them are publicly available in the web. The networks are selected
from six different network classes: Friendship networks, communication networks, col-
laboration networks, citation networks, peer to peer networks and graph of linked web
pages. The category of networks is a sign of similarity: networks of the same type
usually follow similar link formation procedures and produce similar degree distribu-
tions. So, when comparing two network instances, we expect the distance metric to
return small distances (in average) for networks of the same type and relatively larger
distances for networks with different types. The ”real-world networks” data-set is
described in the A, along with the basic specifications and the source of its networks.
• Temporal Networks . We have access to temporal versions of two instances of the
real-world networks dataset: Cit CiteSeerX, which is a citation network extracted
from CiteSeerX digital library46 and Collab CiteSeerX which is a collaboration net-
work (co-authorship) obtained from the same service. For each of the two temporal
networks, we extracted nine snapshots of the network from 1994 to 2010 biannually
(1994, 1996, , 2010). For example, ”Cit CiteSeerX 2010” is a citation network of the
papers published before 2010 which is extracted from CiteSeerX. It is reasonable to
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assume that the link formation in ”Cit CiteSeerX” citation network follows a stable
(not rapidly changing) process. For instance, the ”Cit CiteSeerX 2008” snapshot, is
regarded similar to the ”Cit CiteSeerX 2006” and ”Cit CiteSeerX 2010” snapshots,
and meaningfully less similar to other network instances in the real-worlds dataset. A
similar argument is also valid for Collab CiteSeerX networks.
B. Evaluation Criteria
In the section IVA, we described our three network datasets and we introduced different
signs and witnesses of similarities among networks of these datasets. We can consider these
witnesses in the evaluation of the proposed method. We evaluate our proposed distance
function and we compare it with baseline methods based on their consistency to mentioned
witnesses of the similarity. For this purpose, we consider the following measurable criteria:
• kNN-Accuracy . The k-Nearest-Neighbor rule (kNN)47 is a common method for clas-
sification. It categorizes an unlabeled example by the majority label of its k-nearest
neighbors in the training set. The performance of kNN is essentially dependent on the
way that similarities are computed between different examples. So, better distance
metrics result in better classification accuracy of kNN. To evaluate the accuracy of
different distance functions, we employ them in kNN classification and we test the
accuracy of this classifier. This evaluation is performed for both datasets of real-world
and artificial networks.
• Inter-class and intra-class distances . An appropriate distance metric should re-
turn smaller distances for networks that are chosen from the same class. In other
words, when there exist predefined classes of networks, the distance metric is expected
to report a small distance between two classmate networks and large distance between
two networks of different classes. To evaluate a distance metric based on this require-
ment, we calculate the distance between any pair of networks of a dataset and we check
the distance among classmate instances to be relatively smaller. This experiment is
separately studied for both real-world networks and artificial networks datasets. In
order to compare different distance metrics, we normalize distances of each distance
metric according to its mean and standard deviation. As Equation 15 shows, the
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z-score (also called standard score, z value and normal score) is used for normalizing
distance values. In this formula, µS,d shows the average pairwise-distances for networks
in S dataset, according to the d distance metric (Equation 13), and σS,d indicates the
standard deviation of the pairwise-distances (Equation 14). ndS,d(G1, G2) shows the
normalized distance between G1 and G2 networks based on the population of S dataset
of networks and d distance metric. Normalized distance (nd) is an appropriate base
for evaluating the accuracy of distance metrics, since it is a dimensionless quantity
and shows the number of standard deviations that a distance is above the average
distance. Z-score is widely used in the literature for similar purposes3,40,48,49. The
normalization emphasizes the relative magnitude of the distances rather than their
absolute magnitude, which is important for the comparison of computed distances in
different distance functions. The average of normalized distances (nd) in a dataset
is equal to zero, similar instances result a small (negative) normalized distance and
dissimilar instances show large (positive) normalized distances. Equation 16 defines
the average of normalized intra-class distances (INTRAd) and Equation 17 defines the
average of normalized inter-class distances (INTERd). Since INTRAd indicates the
distance among networks of the same class, an accurate distance function results in a
small negative value of INTRAd. On the other hand, INTERd shows the distance
among networks with different classes, and an appropriate distance function should
indicate a large positive INTERd value.
µS,d =
1
|S| × (|S| − 1)
∑
G1,G2∈S,G1 6=G2
d(G1, G2) (13)
σS,d =
√
1
|S| × (|S| − 1)
∑
G1,G2∈S,G1 6=G2
(d(G1, G2)− µS,d)2 (14)
ndS,d(G1, G2) =
d(G1, G2)− µS,d
σS,d
(15)
INTRAS,d = average(ndS,d(G1, G2));G1, G2 ∈ S, class(G1) = class(G2) (16)
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INTERS,d = average(ndS,d(G1, G2));G1, G2 ∈ S, class(G1) 6= class(G2) (17)
• Distances of Temporal Networks . In a temporal dataset of networks, a network
snapshot is expected to be similar to its neighbor snapshots. To test this requirement,
we separately considered two datasets of temporal networks (Cit CiteSeerX 2010 and
Collab CiteSeerX 2010) along with the instances of real-world networks dataset. We
calculate pairwise distances for all the instances in the two aggregated datasets and
then we normalize the distances according to Equation 15. For a temporal network
instance, the average of its normalized distances to the neighbor snapshots is expected
to be a small value. This is because the most similar networks to a network snapshot
are the neighbor snapshots of the same network.
Using the specified criteria, we compare our proposed method with three existing base-
line methods which are described in the related works: ”Power-law”, ”KS-test” and ”Per-
centiles”. It is worth noting that ”KS-test” actually does not include a quantification mech-
anism and needs the whole degree distributions to operate. This is a drawback of KS-test,
since other baseline methods and our proposed distance metric need a small quantification
of the degree distributions (e.g., a feature vector of eight real numbers) for comparing two
networks. On the other hand, ”Percentiles” method is only a quantification algorithm and it
offers no distance function. In our evaluations, we used Manhattan distance (also called city
block and taxicab geometry)50 as the distance function for ”Percentiles”, because it resulted
in better accuracy, compared with Euclidean distance and some other metrics.
C. Evaluation Results
In this subsection, we comprehensively evaluate the proposed method (DDQC) and com-
pare it with the baseline methods. As described in section III, the proposed method is
configurable by three parameters: α, β and γ. We start the evaluations by setting α = 1,
β = 1 and γ = 0.8.
For evaluating kNN accuracy on artificial networks dataset (Figure 2a), we iteratively
created a small subset of this dataset and performed kNN on all instances of the formed
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FIG. 2: kNN Accuracy for different methods. When DDQC (here, with
α = 1, β = 1, γ = 0.8) is employed as the distance function in the kNN algorithm, the
accuracy of the classifier is the best, in both artificial (a) and real-world (b) networks
datasets, and for various values of K.
subset. In each iteration of this experiment, we randomly selected 50 network instances
from the dataset and computed the kNN accuracy for the set of these instances. Figure
2a shows this evaluation and reports the average of kNN accuracy on 100 independent
iterations, for several values of K. Figure 2b shows the evaluation of different methods
based on their kNN accuracy for real-world networks dataset. In this experiment, 33 real
network instances, with known class labels, are classified using kNN algorithm and the
average accuracy of the classifier is measured. According to Figures 2a and 2b, DDQC
outperforms all the baseline methods considerably with respect to kNN-accuracy, in both
datasets of real networks and artificial networks. The evaluations are performed for different
values ofK to ensure that the superiority of DDQC is not dependent on a particularK value.
In the next experiment, we evaluate different methods based on INTRAd (Equation
16) and INTERd (Equation 17). This experiment is performed separately for real-world
networks and artificial networks datasets and the results are illustrated in Figure 3. As
the figures indicate, DDQC outperforms all the baseline methods with respect to both
INTRAd and INTERd , in both datasets of real networks and artificial networks. As
explained before, a good distance metric should have a small (negative) value for INTRAd
and meaningfully larger (positive) values for INTERd.
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FIG. 3: INTRAd and INTERd for artificial and real-world datasets. DDQC shows the
largest normalized inter-class distances and the smallest normalized intra-class distances,
in both datasets.
Next, we evaluate the effect of β parameter on the accuracy of our proposed distance
metric. We repeated the previous experiment for the artificial networks, but with different
values of β in the range of integer numbers from 0 to 4. As Figure 4 shows, the distance
metric is improved by increasing the value of β and it asymptotically becomes stable with
values larger than β = 3. This fact is consistent for both INTERd (Figure 4a) and INTRAd
(Figure 4b) measures. According to this experiment, β = 3 is an appropriate setting for
this parameter as a tradeoff between the accuracy of the distance metric and the size of the
quantified vector (with β = 3 we will have 4 × 23 = 32 real numbers in the quantification
of the degree distribution). So, we suggest this value for β and we set β = 3 in the rest
of the experiments of this paper. It is worth reminding that even with small quantification
vectors (8 numbers by setting β = 1 in our previous experiments) our proposed method has
outperformed the baseline distance metrics.
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FIG. 4: The effect of β parameter on the accuracy of the proposed method in artificial
networks dataset, for INTERd (a) and INTRAd (b) criteria measures. As both figures
show, larger values of β results in better distance function with larger INTERd and
smaller INTRAd, but setting the β to values larger than 3 brings no more significant
improvement.
In the next experiment, we consider two temporal networks extracted from CiteSeerx46:
Cit CiteSeerX citation network and Collab CiteSeerX collaboration network. The last ver-
sion (snapshot of 2010) of these two networks already present in the real-world networks
dataset. For each of the two temporal networks, we extracted nine snapshots of the network
from 1994 to 2010 biannually. We then prepared two independent experiments for the two
temporal networks. In each experiment, we created a union dataset by aggregating the nine
instances of the temporal dataset and the real-world networks dataset. Then, we computed
the pairwise distances for all the instances in the new union dataset. We normalized all
the distances using Equation 15, and then we computed the average normalized distance
of each temporal network to its neighbor in the time (next and previous) snapshots. The
distance of a network snapshot to its neighbor snapshots is expected to be a relatively
small value. Figure 5a and Figure 5b show the results of this experiment for Cit CiteSeerX
and Collab CiteSeerX networks respectively. As both figures show, the average distance of
a temporal network to its neighbor snapshots is smaller in DDQC. It means that DDQC
captures the similarity of near-in-the-time temporal networks, better than baseline methods.
In our evaluations, the biggest dataset was the artificial networks with 8,000 network
instances. In the next experiment, we show that the size of this dataset (8,000 network in-
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FIG. 5: The average normalized distance of the temporal networks to their neighbor
snapshots for Cit CiteSeerX (a) and Collab CiteSeerX (b) temporal networks. DDQC
always results in smaller normalized distances to the neighbor snapshots, which means
that DDQC captures the similarity of near-in-the-time temporal networks, better than
baseline methods.
stances) is sufficient to reach a robust and stable evaluation of the distance metrics. For this
purpose, we have extracted some smaller datasets from the artificial networks dataset and
we calculated both INTRAd and INTERd for distance metrics over these smaller datasets.
The smaller datasets have different number of networks, from 100 to 4,000 instances, and the
networks are randomly selected from the original 8,000 instances of the artificial networks
dataset. As Figure 6a and Figure 6b shows, the two measures are nearly stable for datasets
with more than 1,000 networks. So, the size of the artificial networks dataset, with 8,000
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FIG. 6: Effect of dataset size in stability of the evaluations. According to INTERd (a)
and INTRAd (b) criteria measures, DDQC always outperforms the baseline methods and
the results are relatively stable for dataset with more than 1,000 networks.
network instances, is quite sufficient and the reported results are reliable. The intra/inter
class distances of DDQC in Figure 6 show small improvements over the reported results
in Figure 3a and 3b, because in this experiment we have used β = 3 parameter (In the
experiment reported in Figure 3a and Figure 3b, β is equal to one).
In the last experiment, we examine different values of α and γ configuration parameters
to find their best settings. Five values are tested for α as α = 〈2i〉i=−2,−1,0,1,2,3. Setting α to
values out of this range (i.e., α > 8 or α < 0.25) makes the two middle regions of the degree
distribution too wide (covering almost the whole distribution) or too narrow. For γ param-
eter, 20 different values are tested (γ = 〈 i
10
〉i=1..20). Figure 7 shows the average intra-class
and inter-class distances of DDQC for artificial networks dataset, using the described values
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FIG. 7: Effect of α and β parameters on the INTRAd (a) and INTERd (b) measures.
The figures show a convex search space with an extremum at α = 1 and γ = 0.8 for both
the diagrams.
for α and γ. As Figure 7 indicates, the best parameter setting is α = 1 and γ = 0.8 for both
the diagrams. This setting is used for the parameters in our reported experiments. The
diagram indicates a convex space with no other local optimum in this search experiment.
The parameters may be further tuned via a fine-grained search in the set of real numbers.
Since the search space (the collection of all possible solutions) is prohibitively large, intel-
ligent search algorithms such as genetic algorithm51 or simulated annealing52 will improve
the performance of the search.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel method for quantification and comparison of network
degree distributions. The ”quantification” is about extracting a feature vector of real num-
bers from a degree distribution. The ”comparison” task is about returning a real number
as the distance between two degree distributions. The distance is the counterpart of ”simi-
larity” and larger distances indicate less similarity.
To propose an appropriate distance metric for degree distributions, we first discussed the
notion of distance and similarity for degree distributions according to the applications of
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such a comparison. The degree distribution is an indicator of the link formation process in
the network, which reflects the overall pattern of connections30. Similarly evolving networks
have analogous degree distributions, and we derive similarity of degree distributions accord-
ing to the similarity of link formation process in the networks. For deriving the amount of
similarity of networks, we introduced admissible witnesses for network similarity: similarity
among the networks in three categories (same-type real networks, same-model artificial
networks, and near-in-the-time temporal networks). So, we assume the networks in each of
these categories have similar degree distributions. This fact is the base of our evaluations for
different degree-distribution distance metrics. In our survey of existing methods for network
comparison based on the degree distribution, perhaps Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is
the most common method for comparing the degree distributions. But KS-test does not
support quantification and needs the whole degree distribution. Power-law exponent and
Percentiles21 are other measures for comparing degree distributions. Our proposed method,
named DDQC, outperforms the existing algorithms with regard to its accuracy in various
evaluation criteria. The evaluations are performed based on different criteria: The ability
of the metric to classify networks, calculating inter/intra class distances, and analyzing
temporal network distances over different timestamps.
As the future works, we will use the proposed quantification and comparison method in
other application domains. Our proposed method enables the data analysis applications and
data mining algorithms to employ the feature of the degree distribution as a fixed-length
set of real numbers. So, it is now possible to represent a network instance with a record
of features (including clustering coefficient, average path length and the quantified degree
distribution) and use such records in data analysis applications. We will combine different
network features along with the quantified degree distribution in an integrated distance
metric for complex networks. Such an integrated distance metric will be the main building
block of our future researches in evaluation and selection of network generative models and
sampling methods.
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Appendix A: Overview of Artificial and Real-world Networks
In this appendix, we briefly describe the network datasets of this research. The ”artificial
networks” dataset consists of 8,000 networks, which are synthesized using eight generative
models. For each generative model, 1000 network instances are generated using completely
different parameters (no two networks are generated with the same parameters). The number
of nodes in generated networks is configured from 1,000 to 5,000 nodes, with the average of
2,936.34 nodes and 13,714.75 edges in each network instance. The selected generative models
are some of the important and widely used network generation methods which cover a wide
range of degree distribution structures. The generative models are described in the following,
along with their configuration parameters in generation of ”artificial networks” dataset. The
values of the model parameters are selected according to the hints and recommendations
of the cited original papers, along with a concern of keeping the number of network edges
balanced for different models.
• Baraba´si-Albert model (BA). This is the classical preferential attachment model
which generates scale free networks with power-law degree distributions7. In this
model, new nodes are incrementally added to the graph, one at a time. Each new
node is randomly connected to k existing nodes with a probability that is proportional
to the degree of the available nodes. In the artificial networks dataset, k is randomly
selected as an integer number from the range 1 6 k 6 10.
• Copying model (CM). This model also produces scale-free networks43,44. At each
time step of this model, a new node is added with k edges. With probability β,
the neighbors of the new node are selected randomly among the existing nodes, and
with probability 1 − β, one existing node is randomly chosen and k of its neighbors
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are ”copied” as the ends of the new edges. In the artificial networks dataset, the β
parameter is randomly chosen from the all valid real numbers 0 < β < 1.
• Erdo˝s-Re´nyi (ER). This model generates completely random graphs with a specified
density45. Network density is defined as the ratio of the existing edges to potential
edges. The density of the ER networks in the artificial networks dataset is randomly
selected from the range 0.002 6 density 6 0.005.
• Forest Fire (FF). This model, in which edge creation is similar to fire-spreading
process, supports shrinking diameter and densification properties along with heavy-
tailed in-degrees and community structure9. This model is configured by two main
parameters: Forward burning probability (p) and backward burning probability (pb).
For generating artificial networks dataset, we fixed pb = 0.32 and selected p randomly
from the range 0 6 p 6 0.3.
• Kronecker graphs (KG). This model generates realistic synthetic networks by ap-
plying a matrix operation (the kronecker product) on a small initiator matrix32.
The model is mathematically tractable and supports many network features includ-
ing small path lengths, heavy tail degree distribution, heavy tails for eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, densification, and shrinking diameters over time. The KG net-
works of the artificial networks dataset are generated using a 2 × 2 initiator ma-
trix. The four elements of the initiator matrix are randomly selected from the ranges:
0.7 6 P1,1 6 0.9, 0.5 6 P1,2 6 0.7, 0.4 6 P2,1 6 0.6, 0.2 6 P2,2 6 0.4.
• Random power-law (RP). This model follows a variation of ER model and generates
synthetic networks with power law degree distribution33. This model is configured by
the power-law degree exponent (γ). In our parameter setting for generating artificial
networks dataset, γ is randomly selected from the range 2.5 < γ < 3.
• Watts-Strogatz model (WS). The classical Watts-Strogatz small-world model syn-
thesizes networks with small path lengths and high clustering5. It starts with a regular
lattice, in which each node is connected to k neighbors, and then randomly rewires
some edges of the network with rewiring probability β. In WS networks of the artificial
networks dataset, β is fixed as β = 0.5, and k is randomly selected from the integer
numbers between 2 and 10 (2 6 k 6 10).
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• Regular graph model (RG). In a regular graph, each node has exactly k number of
neighbors. In the artificial networks dataset, k is randomly selected from the range
(2 6 k 6 10).
Table I describes the graphs of the ”real-world networks” dataset, along with the category,
number of nodes and edges, and the source of these graphs. Most of these networks are
publicly available datasets. Two temporal networks (Cit CiteSeerX and Collab CiteSeerX)
are extracted from CiteSeerx digital library46, using a web crawler software tool.
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